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Introduction:  As noted in this meeting [1], detec-

tions of contemporary impact events by Mars Global 

Surveyor MOC images [Malin et al., 2006] and Mars 

Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE images [Daubar et al., 

2013] indicate that roughly half of the newly formed 

small impact events on Mars (decameter-scale craters) 

result not in single impact craters but rather in clusters 

of small craters.  These are caused by breakup of in-

coming meteoroids in the Martian atmosphere.  Disper-

sion distances between the individual decameter-scale 

craters in these clusters are typically <60m, and clus-

ters typically spread over widths of up to ~200-300m, 

roughly consistent with fragmentation predictions by 

Popova et al. in 2003 [2].  Such data led to a sugges-

tion [3] that the statistics of primary crater clusters on 

Mars, as a function of surface elevation and equivalent 

single-crater size, could be used to clarify (1) meteor-

oid behavior during Martian atmosphere entry, (2) 

physical properties of the meteoroids, and (3) the con-

troversial, much-discussed, and long-sought fraction of 

“field secondary impacts” among the semi-randomly 

scattered individual small craters on Mars.   

 

To give a schematic example, assume that half of 

all impacts result in clusters, as per [1].  Then, if we 

can identify that 10% of the randomly scattered im-

pacts on a given geologic formation on Mars produced 

primary clusters, we can infer that 20% of the total 

impacts in that area were primaries.  The other 80% 

must be secondary impacts.   

 

Results:  In practical reality, various problems 

arise [4].  For example, (1) one might question the ex-

tent to which primary clusters can be distinguished 

from “field secondary” clusters (i.e. semi-randomly-

scattered clusters formed by breakup of secondary 

boulders blown out of distant primaries).  We suggest 

that primary clusters can be distinguished to some ex-

tent by dispersion of craters within the cluster and 

overall size of the cluster. This is because the frag-

ments of a broken meteoroid traveling at cosmic veloc-

ities of, say, 10 km/sec, and fragmenting at an elevation 

of, say, 30 km, (see Figure 1) have only a few seconds 

to pass through the atmosphere and hit the ground, but 

fragments of an ejected secondary boulder must travel 

at < escape velocity, say 3 km/sec, and travel  distances 

of hundreds of kilometers, implying tens of seconds of 

flight time.  If we assume that the lateral spreading 

velocities during such fragmentations are comparable, 

this suggests that dispersions and cluster sizes of typi-

cal distant “field secondary” clusters could be ten times 

or more larger than typical primary clusters.  (Indeed, 

Popova et al. [5]  discussed apparent field secondary 

clusters several kilometers across, apparently created 

by ejecta with minutes of flight time, exiting and re-

entering the atmosphere.) 

 

In addition, the statement that half of impactors 

produce clusters is only a generalization. Our work 

revealed that this fraction is size dependent [4] and also 

elevation dependent [1, 4].   We have thus proposed to 

use log-incremental size-frequency distributions of 

counts of craters and clusters in order to analyze the 

statistics in each independent diameter bin, without the 

influence of data from larger D, found in cumulative 

plots.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Behavior of well-observed terrestrial 

fireballs, had they occurred on Mars.  The observa-

tions were used to calculate altitudes of fragmentation 

events as they would have occurred in the Martian 

atmosphere.  Light grey data points represent initial 

breakup events. Black data points represent last 

breakup events (as observed in Earth’s atmosphere). 

Squares indicate 3 carbonaceous chondrites (based on 

recovered samples); they represent 3 out of the 10 

highest initial breakups, above 20 km on Mars. The 

weakest 63% of the objects would have fragmented 

above 10 km on Mars, and their fragments, if similarly 

weak, may not have reached the lowest elevations.   

[Calculations and diagram by Olga Popova; Earth-

satellite data give similar results (4).]   
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As a demonstration of our ideas, we counted scat-

tered field craters and crater clusters in diameter bins 

from a few meters to 250 m, in four Martian areas 

ranging in altitude from Alba Patera (+5.6 km) to Hel-

las (-7.5 km).  We converted each cluster to its equiva-

lent effective single-crater size (had the projectile not 

fragmented), based on scaling relations [4]. Figure 2 

shows the percentage of clusters found in various di-

ameter bins in each area.  

 
Figure 2.  Percentage of impact events that pro-

duced clusters in 4 Martian areas, as a function of 

effective crater size (had the impactor not fragmented). 

Bold face symbols have lower probable error (>4 clus-

ters per D bin). (Most counts were made by Emily Jo-

seph, with lower-case backup counts by W. Hartmann.)   

 

Following the ideas discussed above, we used data 

from Daubar giving the fraction F of impacts that pro-

duce clusters at various elevations [1], thus producing 

independent data on F in each D bin, albeit with fairly 

large error bars.  We then multiplied the data points in 

Figure 1 by 1/F to get the estimated total fraction of 

primary impacts in each bin.  The remaining, scattered 

impact craters should be “field secondaries.”  We plot-

ted those results as Figure 3.   

 

Figure 3 thus shows our provisional estimate of the 

fraction of field secondary craters among the scattered 

single craters in various areas on Mars.  Further discus-

sion is presented in [4].  Our results suggest a moderate 

fraction of secondaries at most sizes --- an interesting 

result since the controversy over secondary abundances 

involved a range of models, from those suggesting vir-

tually no secondaries to those suggesting >99% sec-

ondaries at these sizes. 

 

According to [1, Fig. 4; also reproduced in ref. 4], 

the available HiRISE data on newly formed primaries 

suggest (with some scatter) that the total percentage of 

clusters (at all measured sizes) may decrease toward  

lower surface elevations. This is counter-intuitive, if 

one assumes that all fragments created at each altitude 

in Figure 1 reach the ground.  We have thus suggested 

[4] that a significant fraction of the highest elevation 

breakups (of the weakest) material may produce weak 

fragments that disintegrate during descent and do not 

reach the lowest surfaces.  Data from terrestrial recon-

naissance satellites (not to mention the Tunguska event 

and to lesser extent the Almahata Sitta and Chelyabinsk 

events, with most mass lost in the atmosphere) offer 

terrestrial examples showing that such “crumbly” ob-

jects do exist. Inferred impact directions of new Mar-

tian clusters suggest that many Mars impactors come 

from orbits out of the plane of the solar system [1]; ice-

rich cometary (and carbonaceous?) objects may thus be 

candidates for these ultra-weak impactors.    

 
Figure 3.  Estimated percentage of scattered im-

pacts that are field secondary craters.  Bold face sym-

bols are considered more reliable.   

 

We suggest that more work of this sort, regarding 

Martian crater clusters, will produce valuable infor-

mation about the meteoroids striking Mars (vis a vis 

those striking Earth), and about the nature of primary 

and field secondary crater populations on Mars. 
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